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Mark schemes are prepared by the Lead Assessment Writer and considered, together with the relevant 
questions, by a panel of subject teachers.  This mark scheme includes any amendments made at the 
standardisation events which all associates participate in and is the scheme which was used by them in 
this examination.  The standardisation process ensures that the mark scheme covers the students’ 
responses to questions and that every associate understands and applies it in the same correct way.  
As preparation for standardisation each associate analyses a number of students’ scripts.  Alternative 
answers not already covered by the mark scheme are discussed and legislated for.  If, after the 
standardisation process, associates encounter unusual answers which have not been raised they are 
required to refer these to the Lead Examiner. 
 
It must be stressed that a mark scheme is a working document, in many cases further developed and 
expanded on the basis of students’ reactions to a particular paper.  Assumptions about future mark 
schemes on the basis of one year’s document should be avoided; whilst the guiding principles of 
assessment remain constant, details will change, depending on the content of a particular examination 
paper. 
 
 
Further copies of this mark scheme are available from aqa.org.uk 
 
 

  

Copyright information 

For confidentiality purposes acknowledgements of third-party material are published in a separate booklet which is available for free download from www.aqa.org.uk 
after the live examination series. 

Copyright © 2019 AQA and its licensors.  All rights reserved. 
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Part 1 – General marking guidance for GCSE MFL Writing Tests 
 
Level of response marking instructions 
 
Level of response mark schemes are broken down into levels, each of which has a descriptor.  The 
descriptor for the level shows the average performance for the level.  There are marks in each level. 
 
Before you apply the mark scheme to a student’s answer read through the answer and annotate it (as 
instructed) to show the qualities that are being looked for.  You can then apply the mark scheme. 
 
Step 1 Determine a level 
 
Start at the lowest level of the mark scheme and use it as a ladder to see whether the answer meets the 
descriptor for that level.  The descriptor for the level indicates the different qualities that might be seen in 
the student’s answer for that level.  If it meets the lowest level then go to the next one and decide if it 
meets this level, and so on, until you have a match between the level descriptor and the answer.  With 
practice and familiarity you will find that for better answers you will be able to quickly skip through the 
lower levels of the mark scheme. 
 
When assigning a level you should look at the overall quality of the answer and not look to pick holes in 
small and specific parts of the answer where the student has not performed quite as well as the rest.  If 
the answer covers different aspects of different levels of the mark scheme you should use a best fit 
approach for defining the level and then use the variability of the response to help decide the mark within 
the level, ie if the response is predominantly level 3 with a small amount of level 4 material it would be 
placed in level 3 but be awarded a mark near the top of the level because of the level 4 content. 
 
Step 2 Determine a mark 
 
Once you have assigned a level you need to decide on the mark.  The descriptors on how to allocate 
marks can help with this. The exemplar materials used during standardisation will help.  There will be an 
answer in the standardising materials which will correspond with each level of the mark scheme.  This 
answer will have been awarded a mark by the Lead Examiner.  You can compare the student’s answer 
with the example to determine if it is the same standard, better or worse than the example.  You can then 
use this to allocate a mark for the answer based on the Lead Examiner’s mark on the example. 
 
You may well need to go back through the answer as you apply the mark scheme to clarify points and 
assure yourself that the level and the mark are appropriate. 
 
Indicative content in the mark scheme is provided as a guide for examiners.  It is not intended to be 
exhaustive and you must credit other valid points.  Students do not have to cover all of the points 
mentioned in the Indicative content to reach the highest level of the mark scheme. 
 
An answer which contains nothing of relevance to the question must be awarded no marks. 
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Marks will be allocated in the following way at Higher Tier: 
 
 Content Quality of 

language 
Range of 
language 

Accuracy Conveying 
key 
messages 

Application of 
grammatical 
knowledge of 
language and 
structures 

Total 

Question 1 10 6     16 
Question 2 15  12 5   32 
Question 3     6 6 12 
Total 25 6 12 5 6 6 60 

 
Higher Question 1/Foundation Question 4 
 
10 marks for Content + 6 marks for Quality of language (16 marks in total). 
 
Candidates write approximately 90 words in total about four different bullet points.  All bullet points must 
be covered, but there is no need for equal coverage of the bullets.  
 
When deciding a particular mark, it is advisable to identify the band of marks first, and then decide 
whether you are tempted by the band above or the band below.  This will enable you to award an 
appropriate mark within a mark range. 
 
The question is marked for Content and for Quality of language, according to the following criteria  
 
(NOTE THAT THESE CRITERIA ARE DIFFERENT FROM FOUNDATION QUESTION 2): 
 
Content 
 

Marks Response 

9–10 A very good response covering all aspects of the task.  Communication is clear and a lot 
of information is conveyed.  Opinions are expressed. 

7–8 
A good response covering all aspects of the task.  Communication is mostly clear but 
perhaps with occasional lapses.  Quite a lot of information is conveyed.  Opinions are 
expressed.   

5–6 
A reasonable response covering almost all aspects of the task. Communication is 
generally clear but there are likely to be lapses.  Some information is conveyed.  An 
opinion is expressed. 

3–4 
A basic response covering some aspects of the task.  Communication is sometimes clear 
but there are instances where messages break down.  Little information is conveyed.  An 
opinion is expressed. 

1–2 
A limited response covering some aspects of the task.  Communication is often not clear 
and there may be frequent instances where messages break down.  Very little 
information is conveyed.  There may be no opinions expressed. 

0 The content does not meet the standard required for a mark at this tier. 

 
 
 
 
The candidate’s response must be relevant to the bullet points.  Any information which cannot be 
deemed relevant in the broadest sense must be ignored when awarding the mark for Content. 
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A minimum number of bullet points must be covered for the award of marks for Content, as follows: 
 

 7-10 marks: 4 bullet points 
 5-6 marks: 3 bullet points 
 3-4 marks: 2 bullet points 
 1-2 marks: 1 bullet point 

 
The information that the candidate gives must be clear.  If what is written is unclear, this will have a 
bearing on the mark for Content.  For example, the candidate may convey information in relation to all 
four bullet points, but lapses in clarity may mean that a mark lower than the 9 or 10 band is more 
appropriate.  The more lapses in clarity that there are, the lower the mark is likely to be.  All of the 
information that a candidate attempts to give in relation to a particular bullet point may be unintelligible, 
in which case that bullet point will not have been covered, meaning that the maximum mark will be 6. 
 
You must accept any information which is a plausible response to the bullet point, even if it does not 
explicitly mention, for instance, a time or place.  For example, if the bullet asks what the candidate did 
last weekend, and he/she writes ‘I went to see my grandparents and then went to a theme park’, this can 
feasibly be an account of what happened last weekend, even though ‘last weekend’ is not mentioned. 
Equally, if the student is asked to say what he/she does on a typical visit to a shopping centre and they 
write ‘I bought some clothes and went to see a film’, this is also an acceptable fulfilment of the task, even 
though ‘shopping centre’ is not mentioned. 
 
The bands refer to the amount of information that is conveyed, as follows: 
 
9–10: a lot 
7–8: quite a 

lot 
5–6: some 
3–4: little 
1–2: very 

little 
 
All of these have to be considered with reference to the suggested number of words, which is 
approximately 90.  In other words, a candidate who writes approximately 90 words, clearly 
understandable and relevant to all four bullet points, will be able to achieve 10 marks, provided the other 
criteria are met.  Conversely, a candidate may write much more than 90 words, but the language is so 
inaccurate that little or very little information is conveyed successfully and the mark will be much lower.  
If a candidate writes considerably fewer than 90 words, ‘a lot of information’ will not be conveyed. 
 
The candidate must give opinions in order to have access to certain marks, as follows: 
 
7–10: two opinions 
3–6: one opinion 
 
This is not an automatic mark and the other criteria within a particular band must be met.  If there is no 
opinion, the maximum mark is 2.  An opinion may be expressed simply, for example: ‘I like going 
shopping’.  Any positive or negative adjective (‘interesting’; ‘boring’, etc) is classed as an opinion.  A 
neutral or descriptive adjective is only classed as an opinion if it is preceded by something like ‘I think 
that’.  For example: ‘I think that my town is big’. 
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Quality of language 
 

Marks Response 

5–6 

A variety of appropriate vocabulary is used.  Complex structures and sentences are 
attempted.  There are references to three time frames, which are largely successful. Errors 
are mainly minor.  Some more serious errors may occur, particularly in complex structures 
and sentences, but the intended meaning is nearly always clear.  The style and register are 
appropriate. 

3–4 

Some variety of appropriate vocabulary is used.  There may be some attempt at complex 
structures and sentences.  There are references to at least two different time frames, 
although these may not always be successful.  There may be some major errors, and more 
frequent minor errors, but overall the response is more accurate than inaccurate and the 
intended meaning is usually clear.  The style and register may not always be appropriate. 

1–2 
The range of vocabulary may be narrow, repetitive and/or inappropriate to the needs of the 
task.  Sentences are mainly short and simple or may not be properly constructed. There may 
be frequent major and minor errors.  Little or no awareness of style and register. 

0 The language produced does not meet the standard required for a mark at this tier. 
 
The whole of the response must be assessed when awarding the mark for Quality of language, even if 
some of it is irrelevant to the bullet points. 
 
Once you have decided on the mark for Content, you should read through the response once more and 
decide on the mark for Quality of language.  A mark of 0 for Content automatically results in a mark of 0 
for Quality of language but, apart from that, the Content mark does not limit the mark for Quality of 
language.  However, a short piece is unlikely to demonstrate sufficient variety for a high mark for Quality 
of language. 
 
• Each band has five strands: variety of vocabulary; complexity of structures and sentences; reference 

to time frames; accuracy of the language; style and register.  Sometimes it will be necessary to adopt 
a ‘best fit’ approach, because the five strands will not be consistently demonstrated.  Whether it is the 
top or bottom mark in the band will depend on whether the criteria are nearer to those of the band 
above or below. 

 
• In order to score in the 5–6 band, there must be reference to all three time frames (past, present and 

future).  For the 3–4 band, there must be reference to at least two time frames.  Reference to a 
particular time frame may be demonstrated with one example.  The verb used to refer to a particular 
time frame need not be totally correct, provided the message is clear.  These marks are not awarded 
automatically and the other criteria in the band are equally important.  Notice that references are to 
time frames, not tenses.  So, for example, the present tense usage in the following sentence is a 
reference to a future time frame: ‘I’m going to the concert next week’. 

 
• When considering the complexity of the language, you should bear in mind that a) this is the overlap 

question and is attempted by both Foundation and Higher candidates; b) that the criteria for Quality of 
language in this question are not as demanding as the language criteria for Higher Question 2.  
However, for a mark of 5 or 6, complex structures and sentences are attempted. They may not always 
be successful and this may lead to serious errors because of the complexity of the structure or 
sentence which the candidate attempts.  Complexity may be shown in some of the following ways: 
different tenses; intensifiers; time markers; connectives; subordinate clauses; infinitive constructions.  
This should not be seen as a ‘tick list’, but rather as an indication of the definition of complexity at 
GCSE level. 
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• The setting and bullet points are likely to mean that the style and register of the writing will be 
appropriate.  If informal address is used when the task is in a formal setting, or vice versa, there is no 
need to penalise the candidate merely for that.  It may, however, be a contributory factor in the award 
of the overall mark if there are other weaknesses.   

 
• There is no requirement for candidates to present their piece of writing in a particular way because of 

the context, eg a blog or email does not need to look like a blog or email.  It is the content which is to 
be marked. 

 
Higher Question 2 
 
15 marks for Content + 12 marks for Range of language + 5 marks for Accuracy (32 marks in total). 
 
Candidates write approximately 150 words in total about two different bullet points.  Both bullet points 
must be covered, but there is no need for equal coverage of the bullets.  
 
When deciding a particular mark, it is advisable to identify the band of marks first, and then decide 
whether you are tempted by the band above or the band below.  This will enable you to award an 
appropriate mark within a mark range. 
 
The question is marked for Content, for Range of language and for Accuracy, according to the following 
criteria: 
 
Content 
 

Marks Response 

13–15 
An excellent response which is fully relevant and detailed, conveying a lot of 
information.  Communication is clear with little or no ambiguity.  Opinions are 
expressed and justified. 

10–12 
A very good response which is almost always relevant and which conveys a lot of 
information.  Communication is mostly clear but there are a few ambiguities.  Opinions 
are expressed and justified. 

7–9 
A good response which is generally relevant with quite a lot of information conveyed. 
Communication is usually clear but there are some ambiguities.  Opinions are 
expressed and may be justified. 

4–6 
A reasonable response with some relevant information conveyed.  Communication is 
sometimes clear but there may be instances where messages break down.  An 
opinion is expressed. 

1–3 
A basic response which conveys a limited amount of relevant information. 
Communication may not be clear and there are instances where messages break 
down.  An opinion may be expressed. 

0 The content does not meet the standard required for a mark at this tier. 
 
The candidate’s response must be relevant to the bullet points.  Any information which cannot be deemed 
relevant must be ignored when awarding the mark for Content. 
 
However, as the bullet points are much more open-ended, there is scope for candidates to include information 
which is still relevant but not in direct response to a bullet point.  For example, when addressing a bullet point 
requiring a response about a memorable holiday, candidates may refer to where they might go on a future 
holiday.  Any information which cannot be deemed at all relevant must be ignored when awarding the mark 
for Content. 
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As with the overlap question, you must accept, as an accomplishment of the task, any plausible 
response to a bullet point, even if an element such as time or place are missing. 
 
• In order to score a mark of 13 or more for Content, both bullet points must be covered.  However, 

there is no requirement for an equal coverage of both bullet points. 
 
• A candidate who conveys information in relation to one bullet point only can score a maximum of 12 

marks for Content. 
 
• Provided at least some coverage of both bullet points is evident, candidates will have access to full 

marks where the other criteria are met. 
 
• The bands refer to the amount of information that is conveyed, as follows: 

 
13–15: a lot 
10–12: a lot 
7–9: quite a lot 
4–6: some 
1–3: a limited amount 

 
All of these have to be considered with reference to the recommended number of words, which is 
approximately 150.  In other words, a candidate who writes approximately 150 words, clearly 
understandable and relevant to both bullet points, will be able to achieve 15 marks provided the other 
criteria are met.  Conversely, a candidate may write much more than 150 words, but the language is 
so inaccurate that only a limited amount of information is conveyed successfully.  If a candidate writes 
considerably fewer than 150 words, ‘a lot of information’ will not be conveyed. 

 
• The candidate must give and justify opinions in order to have access to certain marks, as follows: 
 

10–15: at least two opinions are expressed and justified 
7–9: at least two opinions are expressed 
4–6: at least one opinion is expressed 

 
This is not an automatic mark and the other criteria within a particular band must be met.  If there is no 
opinion, the maximum mark is 3. An opinion may be expressed simply, for example: ‘I like going 
shopping’.  Any positive or negative adjective (‘interesting’; ‘boring’, etc) is classed as an opinion or a 
justification of an opinion.  A neutral or descriptive adjective is only classed as an opinion or a 
justification if it is preceded by something like ‘I think that’.  For example: ‘I think that my town is big’ 
(opinion); or a neutral adjective can be given as a justification of an opinion: ‘I like my town because it 
is big’ (opinion + justification). 

 
• Once the correct band has been decided upon, the middle mark in the band will be given to a 

candidate whose writing fits the band well.  If the band above was a consideration, then award the 
higher of the three marks; if the band below was a consideration, then award the lower of the three 
marks. 
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Range of language 
 

Marks Responses 

10–12 
Very good variety of appropriate vocabulary and structures.  More complex sentences 
are handled with confidence, producing a fluent piece of coherent writing.  The style and 
register are appropriate. 

7–9 
Good variety of appropriate vocabulary and structures.  More complex sentences are 
regularly attempted and are mostly successful, producing a mainly fluent piece of 
coherent writing with occasional lapses.  The style and register are appropriate. 

4–6 
Some variety of appropriate vocabulary and structures. Longer sentences are attempted, 
using appropriate linking words, often successfully.  The style and register may not 
always be appropriate. 

1–3 Little variety of appropriate vocabulary.  Structures are likely to be short and simple.  
Little or no awareness of style and register. 

0 The range of language produced does not meet the standard required for a mark at this 
tier. 

 
The whole of the response must be assessed when awarding the mark for Range of language, even if 
some of it is irrelevant to the bullet points. 
 
Once you have decided on the mark for Content, you should read through the response once more and 
decide on the mark for Range of language and for Accuracy.  A mark of 0 for Content automatically 
results in a mark of 0 for Range of language but, apart from that, the Content mark does not limit the 
Range of language mark.  However, a short piece is unlikely to show sufficient variety for a high mark for 
Range of language.  
 
• Each band has five strands: variety of vocabulary; variety of structures; complexity of sentences; 

fluency of the writing; style and register.  For a mark of 12, there will be good evidence that the criteria 
for all five strands have been met comfortably.  Sometimes it will be necessary to adopt a ‘best fit’ 
approach, because the five strands will not be consistently demonstrated.  Once the correct band has 
been decided upon, the middle mark in the band will be given to a candidate whose writing fits the 
band well.  If the band above was a consideration, then award the higher of the three marks; if the 
band below was a consideration, then award the lower of the three marks. 

 
• There must be more complex sentences for the candidate to score 7 marks or more.  For a mark in the 

10–12 band, the complex sentences are produced confidently, with few errors in structure; for a mark 
in the 7–9 band, the attempts at complex sentences are mostly successful.  Complex sentences may 
be formed in some of the following ways across the languages: use of subordinate clauses; use of 
relative clauses; use of infinitive constructions; the use of object pronouns within a sentence to lend 
greater fluency.  This should not be seen as a ‘tick list’, but rather as an indication of the definition of 
complexity at GCSE level. 

 
• The setting and bullet points are likely to mean that the style and register of the writing will be 

appropriate.  If informal address is used when the task is in a formal setting, or vice versa, there is no 
need to penalise the candidate merely for that.  It may, however, be a contributory factor in the award 
of the overall mark if there are other weaknesses. 

 
• There is no requirement for candidates to present their piece of writing in a particular way because of 

the context, eg a blog or email does not need to look like a blog or email.  It is the content which is to 
be marked. 
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Accuracy 
 

Marks Response 

5 Accurate, although there may be a few errors especially in attempts at more complex 
structures.  Verbs and tense formations are secure. 

4 Generally accurate.  Some minor errors.  Occasional major errors, usually in attempts at 
more complex structures.  Verbs and tense formations are nearly always correct. 

3 Reasonably accurate.  There are likely to be minor errors and there may be some major 
errors, not only in complex structures.  Verb and tense formations are usually correct. 

2 More accurate than inaccurate.  The intended meaning is generally clear.  Verb and tense 
formations are sometimes correct. 

1 There may be major errors and frequent minor ones, and the intended meaning is not 
always clear.  There is only limited success with verb and tense formations. 

0 The accuracy does not meet the standard required for a mark at this tier. 
 
The whole of the response must be assessed when awarding the mark for Accuracy, even if some of it is 
irrelevant to the bullet points. 
 
A mark of 0 for Content automatically results in a mark of 0 for Accuracy but, apart from that, the Content 
mark does not limit the Accuracy mark.  However, a short piece is unlikely to show sufficient evidence for 
a very high mark for Accuracy. 
 
• For the award of 5 marks, the writing need not be perfectly accurate.  There may be errors in attempts 

at more complex language and the occasional minor error, but these will be infrequent. A minor error 
is one which has no bearing on communication (for example, incorrect gender), whereas a major error 
is one where communication is affected. 

 
• For a piece of writing that contains a good number of errors, a useful starting point will be to decide 

whether overall it is more accurate than inaccurate.  If it is, then the minimum mark will be 2. 
 
• A major consideration in awarding marks for accuracy is correctly formed verbs and tense formations.  

All verbs and tense formations should be considered here but as there are only two bullet points in this 
question, only two time frames will be elicited.  While some candidates will develop their ideas and, in 
so doing, use a third time frame and different tenses, there is not the same requirement as there in in 
Foundation Question 4/Higher Question 1 to refer to all three time frames. 

 
Higher Question 3 
 
6 marks for Conveying key messages + 6 marks for Application of grammatical knowledge of language 
and structures (12 marks in total). 
 
Candidates translate into the target language a passage in English, totalling at least 50 words.  The 
translation is marked for Conveying key messages and for Application of grammatical knowledge of 
language and structures, according to the following criteria: 
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Conveying key messages 
 

Marks Response 

6 All key messages are conveyed. 

5 Nearly all key messages are conveyed. 

4 Most key messages are conveyed. 

3 Some key messages are conveyed. 

2 Few key messages are conveyed. 

1 Very few key messages are conveyed. 

0 The content does not meet the standard 
required for level 1 at this tier. 

 
The translation is divided into 13 key messages.  A tick will be awarded for each key message that is 
communicated, despite any minor inaccuracies.  The total number of ticks awarded equates to a mark 
according to this table: 
 

Total ticks Mark 
13 6 

11/12 5 
8/9/10 4 
5/6/7 3 
3/4 2 
1/2 1 
0 0 

 
When deciding on whether a key message is conveyed, you should ask yourself the question: ‘Would a 
native speaker understand the target language version without reference to the original English?’  If the 
answer is ‘yes’, award a tick. 
 
Application of grammatical knowledge of language and structures 
 

Marks Response 

6 Excellent knowledge of vocabulary and structures; virtually faultless. 

5 Very good knowledge of vocabulary and structures; highly accurate. 

4 Good knowledge of vocabulary and structures; generally accurate. 

3 Reasonable knowledge of vocabulary and structures; more accurate than inaccurate. 

2 Limited knowledge of vocabulary and structures; generally inaccurate. 

1 Very limited knowledge of vocabulary and structures; highly inaccurate. 

0 The language produced does not meet the standard required for Level 1 at this tier. 
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Once you have decided on the mark for Conveying key messages, you should read through the 
translation once more and decide on the mark for Application of grammatical knowledge of language and 
structures. 
 
• This mark is not limited by the Conveying key messages mark, unless the mark for Conveying key 

messages is 0, in which case the mark for Application of grammatical knowledge of language and 
structures must also be 0. 

 
• There is no direct correlation between the two marks, but your first thought should be to see if the 

same mark is appropriate.  For example, a candidate may have been given 5 ticks and you have 
awarded a mark of 3 for Conveying key messages.  You may have had to hesitate when deciding on 
one of the ticks but just decided against it.  This may then encourage you to give a mark of 2, rather 
than 3, for Application of grammatical knowledge of language and structures. 

 
• If a candidate leaves gaps, you must assume that any attempt would have been highly inaccurate and 

award a mark accordingly.  Not to do so will penalise unfairly those candidates who make an attempt 
but commit serious errors in so doing. 

 
• Perfection is not required for full marks.  For example, occasional missing accents and minor spelling 

errors do not preclude a top band mark.  However, if there are numerous minor errors and incorrect 
use of accents which change the meaning of a word, this is likely to have an impact on the mark for 
Application of grammatical knowledge of language and structures. 
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Appendix 1 
 
Notes on the use of language 
 
The following notes are a guide to the kind of language that may help to fulfil the criteria for higher bands 
of marks in the Quality of language and Range of language categories.  They should not be seen as a 
checklist. 
 
Variety of vocabulary 
 
Consider particularly: 
 
• use of synonyms, eg mEM bhuq psNw  krwa / psNw krwI , vWere cNga lgwa / lgwI, bhuq / v<W psNw / iZ]awa 

psNw rather than just mEM psNw krwa / krwI,cNga lgwa/lgwI etc  
• use of more sophisticated vocabulary – though the emphasis is on avoiding a lot of conspicuous 

repetition. 
 
Variety of structures 
 
Consider, for example: 
 
• use of infinitive constructions introduced by prepositions we heTA / sahmxe,heTA,[u>qe, we [u>qe,we  pihlA  

adjectives kala,ZrUrI,cNga,mafa,qoM v<W nouns muNde,nOkr,sPlqa, and verbs jAwa hE / jAwI hE,KaWa sI,ja{, ja 
irha hE / sI . 

• use of object pronouns mEM,]sIM,qusIM etc 
• use of disjunctive pronouns (mere lzI,[us we nal, etc) 
• use of indefinite pronouns/adjectives such as hr cIZ,cIZA,ikse ¥U etc 
• use of connectives such as ijveM ik,mNn l{,ba]w iv<c, use of adverbs and adverbial words such as 

ij<Qe,ikveM,ik[uM,hI, vI  
• use of negatives (nA p<KI,nuksan,hanI) 
• use of constructions such as q<k,hux q<k 
• use of comparative expressions (hor,G<t,bhuq G<t) 
• use of demonstrative adjectives and pronouns (izh ,[uh,kozI etc) 
• use of possessive pronouns (mera,merI,mere, etc) 
• use of superlative adjective (sB qoM vWI]a/GtI]a etc) 
• use of complex sentences and a range of tenses. 
 
Use of complex/longer sentences 
 
Consider: 
 
• use of subordinate clauses introduced by eg jw,jwoM,ik[uMik etc  
• use of relative clauses introduced by Gr ja ke, etc 
• use of the present subjunctive after verbs of wishing, command, request, emotion and after izs lzI to 

express purpose 
• use of co-ordinating conjunctions: jA,iPr,pr,izs lzI.
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Use of time frames/tenses 
 
• The criteria for Quality of language in Foundation Question 4/Higher Question 1 include ‘references to 

two/three time frames’.  If a candidate refers to three time frames, it may well be through different 
tenses, but equally it could be through the present tense: mEM mhIne iv<c iz<k var iPlm weKx jAwI hA . 
(Present); mEM ]gle ]Eqvar ¥ natk weKx javAgI .  (Future);  mEM Gr vaps pNj vje ig]a sI . (Past). 

• The criteria for Accuracy in Higher Question 2 refer to ‘tense formations’.  In this question, a candidate 
can impress by showing that he/she can use a good range of tenses, thereby adding to the range and 
complexity of language. 
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Appendix 2 
 
A glossary of terms used in the Writing assessment criteria 
 
NB This alphabetical list corresponds to all questions on both Foundation and Higher papers. 
 

ambiguity 
A problem with immediate communication caused by grammatical 
inaccuracy or a contradiction (eg mE¥ bhuq psNw hE ik[uMik boirNg hE). 

appropriate Language which is suitable for the requirements of the task. 

coherent Language which is easy to follow with a logical sequencing of ideas. 
See ‘fluent’. 

complex sentences Sentences which contain a subordinate clause or clauses. 
See Appendix 1 for examples. 

complex structures See Appendix 1 for examples. 
confidence Accurate use of language. 

delay in communication A problem with immediate communication caused by grammatical or 
lexical inaccuracy. 

fluent Language which is easy to follow with a logical sequencing of ideas. 
See ‘coherent’. 

grammatical structures Structures which are listed in the specification. 
justified The reason for holding a stated opinion. 

key messages With reference to the translation questions on both papers, these are 
the key messages as identified in the mark scheme. 

lapses A problem with communication caused by grammatical inaccuracy 

linking words Words such as pr,ik[uMik, used to create longer sentences. 

longer sentences 
These may be complex, with more difficult subordinations, or more 
simple through the use of linking words such as pr,ik[uMik. 

major errors Errors which impair communication. 
minor errors Errors which do not have a bearing on communication. 

opinions 
A positive/negative verb or adjective used to give an opinion; or a 
neutral adjective, such as ‘big’, preceded by something like ‘I think 
that’.  For example ‘I think that my bedroom is very small’. 

secure Accurate. 
structures See ‘grammatical structures’. 

style and register The style of writing.  Usually this will be determined by the nature of 
the task, requiring informal or formal register. 

time frames 

The use of tenses, with or without time markers, which refer to past, 
present or future events.  A present tense may be a future or past time 
frame, eg ]gle ]Eqvar  mEM iPlm weKx ja rhI hA. Future time frame ipCle 
pNj salA qoM mEM pNjabI is<K rhI hA.  (Past time frame). 

variety Use of different verbs’ nouns and adjectives which avoid a lot of 
conspicuous repetition. 
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Part 2 – Marking guidance for June 2019 series 
 
Question 01 
 
For this question, there are four compulsory bullet points which are assessed for Content (10 marks) 
and Quality of language (6 marks), as specified in the criteria below.  The maximum mark is 16.  The 
student is expected to produce approximately 90 words for this task.  The number of words is 
approximate and you must mark all work produced by the student. 

[16 marks] 
Content 
 

Level Marks Response 

5 9–10 A very good response covering all aspects of the task.  Communication is clear 
and a lot of information is conveyed.  Opinions are expressed. 

4 7–8 A good response covering all aspects of the task.  Communication is mostly 
clear but perhaps with occasional lapses.  Quite a lot of information is 
conveyed.  Opinions are expressed. 

3 5–6 A reasonable response covering almost all aspects of the task.  
Communication is generally clear but there are likely to be lapses.  Some 
information is conveyed.  An opinion is expressed. 

2 3–4 A basic response covering some aspects of the task.  Communication is 
sometimes clear but there are instances where messages break down.  Little 
information is conveyed.  An opinion is expressed. 

1 1–2 A limited response covering some aspects of the task.  Communication is often 
not clear and there may be frequent instances where messages break down. 
Very little information is conveyed.  There may be no opinions expressed. 

0 0 The content does not meet the standard required for Level 1 at this tier. 

 
Notes 
 
There may be some imbalance in the coverage of the four compulsory bullet points but, provided at 
least some coverage of all bullet points is evident, students will have access to full marks where the 
other criteria are met. 
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Quality of language 
 

Level Marks Response 

3 5–6 A variety of appropriate vocabulary is used.  Complex structures and sentences 
are attempted.  There are references to three time frames, which are largely 
successful.  Errors are mainly minor.  Some more serious errors may occur, 
particularly in complex structures and sentences, but the intended meaning is 
nearly always clear.  The style and register are appropriate. 

2 3–4 Some variety of appropriate vocabulary is used.  There may be some attempt 
at complex structures and sentences.  There are references to at least two 
different time frames, although these may not always be successful.  There 
may be some major errors, and more frequent minor errors, but overall the 
response is more accurate than inaccurate and the intended meaning is usually 
clear.  The style and register may not always be appropriate. 

1 1–2 The range of vocabulary may be narrow, repetitive and/or inappropriate to the 
needs of the task.  Sentences are mainly short and simple or may not be 
properly constructed.  There may be frequent major and minor errors.  Little or 
no awareness of style and register. 

0 0 The language produced does not meet the standard required for Level 1 at this 
tier. 

 
Notes 
 
(a) A major error is one which seriously affects communication. 

(b) A mark of zero for Content automatically results in a mark of zero for Quality of language. 
Apart from that, the Content mark does not limit the mark for Quality of language. 

 
General rule for this question: 
• the use of an infinitive in place of a finite verb is acceptable for conveying a message. It would not, 

however, count as a reference to a present/past/future event (ie no annotation of Pr / P / F). 
 
Question 01.1 Content 
 
Bullet Comments 
quhade Sihr iv<c weKx lzI kI hE  
 

Accept general attraction/s in a city eg 
  
mere  Sihr wa puraxa Putbal stedI]m qe gurwvare 
weKxyog hn  . 

quhada Sihr pihlA iks qrHA wa sI 
 

Accept past tense time frame 
 
pihlA Sihr iv<c kar KfHI krna mihNga sI . lokA we 
bETx lzI jgHa nhIM sI .  
hux kar parikNg muPq hE ]qe bETx lzI bEMc hn . 
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istI sEMtr bare quhade ivcar 
 

Accept positive/negative opinions  
Positive eg 
 
mE¥ istI sEMtr psNw hE ik[uMik nvA ]qe  suhxa hE . kzI 
wukanA hn,ij<Qe hr qrHA wI]A cIZA iml jAwI]A hn . 
 

Sihr ¥ hor cNga bxa[ux lzI kI suJa] 
iw[uge 

Accept suggestions future tense – time frame 
 
Sihr ¥U hor vWI]a bxa[ux lzI mEM khAgI / khAga ik 
kOMsl park iv<c b<ic]A lzI JUte ]qe nOjvanA we 
ksrq krn vasqe mSInA lgave . iPr sB ca] nal 
park ]a[uxge . 
 

 
Question 01.2 Content 
 
Bullet Comments 
quhada mnpsNw ]iW]apk  
 

Accept information about favourite teacher  
 
mera mnpsNw ]iW]apk imstr isNG hE ik[uMik [uh 
iviw]arQI]A ¥ BUgol iwlcsp qrIke nal pfHa[uMwa 
hE . 
 

skUl wI vrwI  
 

Accept no reference to any other cloth item/s 
other than school uniform eg 
 
iviw]arQI]A ¥ skUl iv<c kala kot,pEMt ]qe ic<tI 
kmIZ pihnxI pEMwI hE . izh vrwI pihnxI ZrUrI hE . 
 

ipCle sal skUl iv<c ]azI muSkl 
 

Accept  information about any problem – past 
tense  
Accept eg 
 
ipCle sal mE¥ ihsab muSkl lgwa sI . ]<WI C<utI  
vele mE¥  sade ]iW]apk ne sval sOKe qrIke nal 
smJaze . izs karn mera gred vWI]a ]a ig]a sI . 
 

skUl iv<c kI bwloge 
 

Accept information about a school – future 
tense  
 
 mEM skUl wa Kaxa bwlAgI / bwlagA ik[uMik mihNga 
hE ]qe su]aw vI nhIM hE . mEM khAgI / khAga ik Kaxa 
qaZa bxa[u ]qe ssqa kro . 

 
The following indicative content is an example of the response that students may give to this question. 
It demonstrates a balanced coverage of the compulsory bullet points. 
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Either Question 

01.1 
This is a possible response (indicative content): 
 
mere  Sihr wa nA vulvrhEMptn hE . Sihr wa puraxa Putbal stedI]m qe gurwvare 
weKxyog hn  . 
pihlA Sihr iv<c kar KfHI krna mihNga sI . lokA we bETx lzI jgHa nhIM sI . hux kar 
parikNg muPq hE ]qe bETx lzI bEMc hn . 
 mE¥ istI sEMtr psNw hE ik[uMik nvA ]qe  suhxa hE . kzI wukanA hn, ij<Qe hr qrHA wI]A 
cIZA iml jAwI]A hn . 
Sihr ¥U hor vWI]a bxa[ux lzI mEM khAgI / khAga ik kOMsl park iv<c b<<ic]A lzI 
JUte  ]qe nOjvanA we ksrq krn vasqe mSInA lgave . iPr sB ca] nal park 
]a[uxge .  (98 words) 

 [16 marks] 

or Question 
01.2 

This is a possible response (indicative content): 
 
mEM Kalsa skUl iv<<c pfHwI hA . mera mnpsNw ]iW]apk imstr isNG hE ik[uMik [uh 
iviw]arQI]A ¥ BUgol iwlcsp qrIke nal pfHa[uMwa hE .  
iviw]arQI]A ¥ skUl iv<c kala kot ,pEMt ]qe ic<tI kmIZ pihnxI pEMwI hE . izh vrwI 
pihnxI ZrUrI hE . 
ipCle sal mE¥ ihsab muSkl lgwa sI. . ]<WI C<utI  vele mE¥  sade ]iW]apk ne sval     
sOKe qrIke nal smJaze .  izs karn mera gred vWI]a ]a ig]a sI . 
mEM skUl wa Kaxa bwlAgI / bwlagA ik[uMik mihNga hE ]qe su]aw vI nhIM hE. mEM khAgI / 
khAga ik Kaxa qaZa bxa[u ]qe ssqa kro .   (94 words) 

 [16 marks] 
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Question 02 
 
For this question there are two compulsory bullet points, which are assessed for Content (15 marks), 
Range of language (12 marks) and Accuracy (5 marks), as specified in the criteria below.  The 
maximum mark is 32.  The student is expected to produce approximately 150 words over the whole 
question.  The number of words is approximate and you must mark all work produced by the student. 

[32 marks] 
 
Content 
 

Level Marks Response 

5 13–15 An excellent response which is fully relevant and detailed, conveying a lot of 
information.  Communication is clear with little or no ambiguity.  Opinions are 
expressed and justified. 

4 10–12 A very good response which is almost always relevant and which conveys a lot 
of information.  Communication is mostly clear but there are a few ambiguities. 
Opinions are expressed and justified. 

3 7–9 A good response which is generally relevant with quite a lot of information 
conveyed.  Communication is usually clear but there are some ambiguities. 
Opinions are expressed and may be justified. 

2 4–6 A reasonable response with some relevant information conveyed. 
Communication is sometimes clear but there may be instances where 
messages break down.  An opinion is expressed. 

1 1–3 A basic response which conveys a limited amount of relevant information. 
Communication may not be clear and there are instances where messages 
break down.  An opinion may be expressed. 

0 0 The content does not meet the standard required for Level 1 at this tier. 

 
Notes 
 
There may be some imbalance in the coverage of the two compulsory bullet points but, provided at 
least some coverage of both bullet points is evident, students will have access to full marks where the 
other criteria are met. 
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Range of language 

Level Marks Response 

4 10–12 Very good variety of appropriate vocabulary and structures.  More complex 
sentences are handled with confidence, producing a fluent piece of coherent 
writing.  The style and register are appropriate. 

3 7–9 Good variety of appropriate vocabulary and structures.  More complex 
sentences are regularly attempted and are mostly successful, producing a 
mainly fluent piece of coherent writing with occasional lapses.  The style and 
register are appropriate. 

2 4–6 Some variety of appropriate vocabulary and structures.  Longer sentences are 
attempted, using appropriate linking words, often successfully.  The style and 
register may not always be appropriate. 

1 1–3 Little variety of appropriate vocabulary.  Structures are likely to be short and 
simple.  Little or no awareness of style and register. 

0 0 The range of language produced does not meet the standard required for Level 
1 at this tier. 

 
Notes 
A mark of zero for Content automatically results in a mark of zero for Range of language.  Apart from 
that, the Content mark does not limit the mark for Range of language. 
 
Accuracy 

Level Marks Response 
5 5 Accurate, although there may be a few errors especially in attempts at more 

complex structures.  Verbs and tense formations are secure. 

4 4 Generally accurate.  Some minor errors.  Occasional major errors, usually in 
attempts at more complex structures.  Verbs and tense formations are nearly 
always correct. 

3 3 Reasonably accurate.  There are likely to be minor errors and there may be 
some major errors, not only in complex structures.  Verb and tense formations 
are usually correct. 

2 2 More accurate than inaccurate.  The intended meaning is generally clear.  Verb 
and tense formations are sometimes correct. 

1 1 There may be major errors and frequent minor ones, and the intended meaning 
is not always clear.  There is only limited success with verb and tense 
formations. 

0 0 The accuracy does not meet the standard required for Level 1 at this tier. 
 
Notes 
(a) A major error is one which seriously affects communication. 

(b) A mark of zero for Content automatically results in a mark of zero for Accuracy.  Apart from 
that, the Content mark does not limit the mark for Accuracy. 
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General rule for this question: 

• the use of an infinitive in place of a finite verb is not acceptable for conveying a message nor as a 
reference to a present/past/future event (ie no annotation of Pr / P / F - hux, ipCla ,]gla ). 
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Question 02.1 Content 
 
Bullet Comments 

weKe hoze mnpsNw  tElIivZn poRgram  bare 

 

Accept developments in past timeframe about TV 
programme he/she likes eg 
  
ipCle ]Eqvar ¥ mEM mera mn-psNw tElIivZn poRgram ‘Kaxa 
KZana’ weiK]a sI . izh poRgram zeSI]n cEnl 828 qe ]aiz]a 
sI ]qe GNte wa sI . izs tElIivZn poRgram qoM mEM ]NgreZI  Kaxe 
bxa[uxe is<K lze hn .  
 

tElIivZn weKx we cNge ]qe mafe ]sr 
Accept developments relating good/bad effect of 
watching TV – time frame past and present 
  
tElIivZn iZ]awa weKxa ishq lzI mafa hE . lgaqar kzI GNte 
tElIivZn weKx nal ]<KA qe bura ]sr pEMwa hE . kzI b<ce 
tElIivZn qe iPlmA ]qee KedA  bhuq GNte weKwe hn ijs nal 
pfHazI wa Bara nuksan hNuwa hE .    
 

 
Question 02.2 Content 
 
Bullet Comments 

iZNwgI iv<c Cu<tI]A wI mh<qqa 
Accept first person approach eg  
  
mEM/ ]sIM hn / hA /  hE .\ 
iZNwgI iv<c Cu<tI]A ZrUrI  hn . b<ce roZ pfHazI krwe hn pr 
Cu<tI]A iv<c bahr  KedA Ked skew hn . Cu<tI]A wI izh g<l cNgI 
hE ik svere jlwI jagxa nhIM pEMwa . mEM shelI]A nal  bahr 
GNumx lzI ja skwI hA . ]sIM bahrle weS iv<c Cu<tI]A mna[ux  
lzI jAwe hA qA [u>QoM wI bolI ]qe PESn bare ZrUr kuJ is<Kwe hA .   
 

]a[ux valI]A Cu<tI]A bare  
 

Accept developments relating to general future holiday 
plans eg 
 
mEM/ ]sIM javAga / javAgI / javAge / jaxa hE… 
]glI]A Cu<tI]A  iv<c mEM  spen javAgI ik[uMik izh mera 
mnpsNw weS hE . spen iv<c ibjlI nhIM jAwI qe hotl iv<c m<Cr 
vI nhIM hovega . spen wa mOsm  vWI]a hox  karn mEM smuNwr we 
kNDe merI shelI nal sara smA  guZarAgI . mEM [u>QoM ]apxe 
pirvar lzI bhuq qohFe KrIwAgI . bs hux qA mEM  Cu<tI]A wI 
ca] nal [udIk kr rhI hA . etc 
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The following indicative content is an example of the response that students may give to this question. 
 
It demonstrates a balanced coverage of the compulsory bullet points. 
 
Either Question 

02.1 
This is a possible response (indicative content): 
 
ipCle ]Eqvar ¥ mEM mera mn-psNw tElIivZn poRgram ‘Kaxa KZana’ weiK]a sI .  
izh poRgram zeSI]n cEnl 828 qe ]aiz]a sI ]qe GNte wa sI . izs tElIivZn poRgram qoM  
mEM ]NgreZI Kaxe bxa[uMxe is<K lze hn . ]gle hPqe izs iv<c pNjabI Kaxa pka[ux bare 
w<is]a javega . 
 

tElIivZn iwl-prcave wa sB qoM vWI]a saWn hE . iwn wa Q<ik]a-tu>it]a iznsan 
tElIivZn poRgram veK ke KuSI mihsUs krwa hE . ]sIM Gr bETe iPlmA, natk ,KbrA qe hor 
kzI pRkar we pRogram weK  skwe hA . tElIivZn qoM sa¥ ]am jaxkarI ]qe ig]an-
ivig]an wI]A g<lA wa pqa lgwa hE . b<ic]A wI pfHazI ]qe ishq wI sNBal bare vI 
jaxkarI imlwI hE .  
 

tElIivZn iZ]awa weKxa ishq lzI mafa hE . lgaqar kzI GNte tElIivZn weKx nal 
]<KA qe bura ]sr pEMwa hE . kzI b<ce tElIivZn qe iPlmA ]qee KedA  bhuq GNte weKwe hn ijs 
nal pfHazI wa Bara nuksan hNuwa hE .   (152 words) 

[32 marks] 

or Question 
02.2 

This is a possible response (indicative content): 
 
iZNwgI  iv<c Cu<tI]A ZrUrI  hn . b<ce roZ pfHazI krwe hn pr Cu<tI]A iv<c bahr  KedA Ked 
skwe hn . Cu<tI]A wI izh g<l cNgI hE ik svere jlwI jagxa nhIM pEMwa . mEM shelI]A 
nal  bahr GNumx lzI ja skwI hA . ]sIM bahrle weS  Cu<tI]A mna[ux  lzI jAwe hA qA 
[u<Qe wI bolI ]qe PESn bare ZrUr kuJ  is<Kwe hA .  
 
ipCle sal mEM Cu<tI]A iv<c pNjab gzI sI pr mEeM psNw nhIM kIqa ik[uMik ipNd iv<c m<Cr 
bhuq sI ]qe mOsm  iZ]awa grm sI . ibjlI  sara iwn nhIM huNwI sI . ]glI]A Cu<tI]A  
iv<c mEM  spen javAgI ik[uMik izh mera mnpsNw weS hE .  
 
spen iv<c ibjlI nhIM jAwI qe hotl iv<c m<Cr vI nhIM hovega . spen wa mOsm  vWI]a hox  
karn mEM smuNwr we kNDe merI shelI nal sara smA  guZarAgI . mEM [u>QoM ]apxe pirvar lzI 
bhuq qohFe KrIwAgI . bs hux qA mEM  Cu<tI]A wI ca] nal [udIk kr rhI hA . 
 
(152 words) 

[32 marks] 
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Question 03 
 
The translation is assessed for Conveying key messages (6 marks) and Application of grammatical 
knowledge of language and structures (6 marks) as specified in the criteria below.  The maximum 
mark is 12.  When awarding the marks the student’s response across the passage should be 
considered as a whole. 

[12 marks] 
 
Conveying key messages 
 

Level Marks Response 

6 6 All key messages are conveyed. 

5 5 Nearly all key messages are conveyed. 

4 4 Most key messages are conveyed. 

3 3 Some key messages are conveyed. 

2 2 Few key messages are conveyed. 

1 1 Very few key messages are conveyed. 

0 0 The content does not meet the standard required for Level 1 at this tier. 

 
Application of grammatical knowledge of language and structures 
 

Level Marks Response 

6 6 Excellent knowledge of vocabulary and structures; virtually faultless. 

5 5 Very good knowledge of vocabulary and structures; highly accurate. 

4 4 Good knowledge of vocabulary and structures; generally accurate. 

3 3 Reasonable knowledge of vocabulary and structures; more accurate than 
inaccurate. 

2 2 Limited knowledge of vocabulary and structures; generally inaccurate. 

1 1 Very limited knowledge of vocabulary and structures; highly inaccurate. 

0 0 The language produced does not meet the standard required for Level 1 at this 
tier. 

 
Notes 
 
A mark of zero for Conveying key messages automatically results in a mark of zero for Application of 
grammatical knowledge of language and structures, but apart from that, the Conveying key messages 
mark does not limit the mark for Application of grammatical knowledge of language and structures. 
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Key messages 
 
1 We ate ]sIM Kaxa KaWa . 

2 at a Panjabi restaurant  pNjabI rEstorEMt / Dabe/ hotl iv<c 

3 in town last week. 
ipCle hPqe ta[Un we   
Accept: Sihr, ksba 

4 My family celebrated because mere pirvar ne  KuSI mnazI  ik[uMik 

5 my brother has a new job.  mere  Bra ¥ nvIM nOkrI imlI 

6 The waiters  bihre  Accept kNm krn vale / krmcarI Reject:  vetr 

7 are very helpful. bhuq mwwgar  / mww krn vale hn  . 

8 When we arrived  jwoM ]sIM phuNce 

9 
they immediately gave us a table. qurNq / jlwI / CeqI hI sa¥  meZ iw<qa . 

Accept: tebl 

10 It was my first visit mEM pihlI var gzI / ig]a sI . 

11 to this restaurant, izs rEstorEMt iv<c / qe 

12 but I will go there pr mEM  [u>Qe  javAga / javAgI . 

13 again with my friends. 
 ]apxe wosqA / ]apxI shelI]A nal iPr javAga / javAgI . 
Accept:  wubara 

 
Other reasonable alternative translations will also be accepted. 
 
A tick will be awarded for each key message that is communicated, despite any minor inaccuracies.  The 
total number of ticks awarded equates to a mark according to this table.  
 

Total ticks Mark 
13 6 

11/12 5 
8/9/10 4 
5/6/7 3 
3/4 2 
1/2 1 
0 0 

 




